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Understanding the thoughts and feelings of WoPet Users

Research

Understanding the actions, behaviors, and decision making
of pet owners who use the app

Understanding the challenges and pain points for users in
the current app



Interview

“I hate the interface, it’s not easy to navigate, makes me
wonder why do I even use the whole product in general?”



Current WoPet App



Opportunity Area

User Likes
Camera to check up on cat
Scheduled Feeding
Distance Integration
Addition of a pet profile
Notifications regarding feeding

User Dislikes
Interface

Color Contrast
Navigation difficult/time consuming
Small text (e.g. Log)
Vibes (wants Minimal/Playful)-> Personal +Trust

Ask a Question Chat
Absence of US Conversions (e.g. kg to Ibs etc.)
One cat limit

Main Goal
“ [I] Use [the] feeder when out of town, [to] portion cats meals, and spy on him when he comes running to his food.”



Competitive Analysis

Whisker PETLIBRO Pet Zero



Iterations/Feedback: Sketches



Inspiration

iOS simple and minimalistic design content & structure /intuitiveness of social media platforms



Iterations/Feedback



Design System



Challenges
Prototyping: Trial & Error

Initial Indecisiveness

Uncertainty

New Territory



Challenges: Color Palette
Initial Indecisiveness



Final Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/cNE7tpgpvw3HwcYNqM3cR2/Nani-Wopet-Feeder-Redesign?page-id=1%3A3&type=design&node-id=158-3293&viewport=2043%2C697%2C0.5&t=YqrwdU0REkMMuP9e-1&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=158%3A3293&mode=design


Impact
Key Learnings Next Steps

When making  design-decisions, it’s
important to take a user-centered
approach. UX Research becomes apart of
each step.

Designing an app is a iterative process,
taking feedback and making changes to
improve your previous design is a constant
cycle. Testing and Feedback are vital to
the continual growth of your design.

I hope that if this were implemented, it
would reduce the amount of clicks users
need to navigate to their destination and
provide the features, vibes, & clarity for
continual use/trust of the pet feeder app.

Design is an iterative process, I would
continue iterating on the feedback I’ve
gained and test for additional changes
that need to be made.

If this were to be implemented, I’d reach
out to the development team, UX
Research, design team, leadership team,
or appropriate cross-functional teams to
make sure everyone is part of the process
and that it is viable and desirable for the
company/its users.



Thank you!
Slides Credit to Canva!


